
Pattern 

 
Materialer:  Wool . 50 g = ca. 210 m                         

50 g of main colour, leftovers of contrast colours. 

 Double point needles no. 2,5 and 3. 

Tension: 15 st = 5 cm and 18 rows = 5 cm in pattern knitted on needles 3. 

Size: Medium woman’s hand. 

 

Left mitten: 
Use chart for left mitten. 

Using maincolour and needles no 2.5 cast on 64 st and divide st evenly on four needles, 16 st on 

each. 

Knit 5 rounds in maincolour. 

Knit a row of holes: * knit 2 st together, yarn over *. Repeat from * to * round. 

Start following the chart. Change to needles no 3 after knitting 5 rnd. 

Round 51:  on second needle: knit 4 st following the diagram, knit 11 st using waste yarn, put these 

11 st back upon the left needle. Continue knitting following the chart. 

Round 77: Starting decreases.  

1. needle: knit first st of chart. Slip 1 st, knit 1 st main colour, pull st over. Knit 

remaining st in chart. 

2. needle: Knit until 2 st left, knit 2 st together in main colour,  

3. needle: Knit as 1. needle. 

4. needle: Knit as 2. needle. 

Decrease again on round 81, 84 and 86. Then decrease on every round until only 8 st left. Break 

yarn. Draw yarn through remaining st. 

 

Right mitten: 
Follow chart for right mitten. 

The right mitten is knitted almost in the same way as the left mitten.  

Rnd 51: On third needle: knit 2 st of chart. Knit 11 st using waste yarn. Put these 11 st back onto 

the left needle. Continue knitting following the chart. 

Knit the rest of the right mitten. 

 

Thumb (left and right are the same):  

Pick up stiches from the waste yarn. 11 stiches below and 11 st above. Remove the waste yarn. Pick 

up 1 st in both ends of both needles. Now you have 26 st. Divide st on 4 needles. Knit following the 

chart. 

Rnd 19: 
Starting decreases.  

1. needle: Slip 1 st, knit 1 st contrastyarn, pull st over over. Knit remaining st in chart. 

2. needle: knit until 2 st left, knit 2 st together using contrast yarn. 

3. needle: Slip 1 st, knit 1 st main colour, pull st over over. Knit remaining st in chart. 

4. needle: knit until 2 st left, knit 2 st together using main colour. 

Finishing: 

Fold hem and sew down 

Weawe in ends. 

 

Abbreviations: 
st: stich(es) 

n: needle(s) 

rnd: round(s) 

 

 

 

 

 


